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    You Don't Need To Feel Stuck Anymore








In Office Psychotherapy in Cincinnati 
&  
Telehealth Counseling and Coaching OH, KY, CA and TX









BOOK YOUR FREE CONSULTATION











Stuck.
Once again, you find yourself back at the same place...
It seems like things were progressing well for a period of time, but it feels like your mind won’t let you move forward anymore.
The feeling of anxiety, stress, or even depression just won't leave.
And whenever you make progress through life, they reappear, and they make you feel stuck.
You’re just wondering whether this pattern will ever break...
But the truth is that achieving that inner peace isn’t far out of sight. It just requires the right guide to help reveal it. 
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Counseling Can Help
When we get stuck in our mind, and consequently our life, it’s hard to see objectively how we got this way.
Our perspective is clouded and it seems like no matter what we try...we return back to the same place.
Therapy is simply a way of getting a 1000 foot view on the situation, so we can see exactly where we're getting stuck. It then provides us a roadmap to find true emotional freedom. 




















Taking The First Step
I know it can feel difficult taking that first step, but it can be the first step on the path to achieving freedom in your mind.
With each step you take, you gain more clarity in your life, you learn more about who you are, and you start to truly see what you’re truly capable of in this life. 
You remember what's it like to wake up looking forward to the day, because you know you'll be able to face each day with confidence. 
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Taking The First Step
I know it can feel difficult taking that first step, but it can be the first step on the path to achieving freedom in your mind.
With each step you take, you gain more clarity in your life, you learn more about who you are, and you start to truly see what you’re capable of.
You remember what's it like to wake up looking forward to the day, because you know you'll be able to face each day with confidence. 












If you’re ready to take that first step to freedom, then I'm here to help you on your journey!








Call me at (859)-391-1255 or click below to set up a consultation.








BOOK A CONSULTATION











Meet Amita Ghosh








I know how stressful it can be to feel like you're not progressing through life, with every day being a struggle. 
That's why I have dedicated my life and career to helping individuals and couples overcome their barriers and thrive in their relationships.
Know that you can move through life freely without a mental burden hanging over top of you.
You are in the right place.
I know it can be hard  to reach out and ask for help, so I promise to do everything possible to make your next steps as easy as possible.
So if you’re ready, let’s get started!
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How I Can Help You
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EMDR Therapy
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Anxiety Counseling
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Couples Counseling
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Weight Loss Coaching












Help Is Just A Call Away!
Are You Ready To Start Experiencing Life Differently?








Schedule Your Free Consultation Here











Amita Ghosh
© 2024 Resolve Counseling and Coaching, LLC







Call Me Today:
(859)-391-1255
General Inquiries:
resolve.counseling@gmail.com
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